EnCamera FAC
ENCAMERA FAC is a collaborative file management solution that enables users to
share, index and navigate massive document collections, sort them based on themes
or categories, and retrieve specific documents.

EnCamera FAC is a high performance, intelligent file
management solution that enables project team
members to share, manipulate, index, search, sort
and synchronize personal and group document
collections. EnCamera FAC gives users the ability
to navigate massive document collections and to
classify items based on themes or categories.

EnCamera FAC’s enhanced features:

EnCamera FAC makes working with large document
collections manageable for individuals or teams.
It allows users to maintain personal and project
document collections and to search and sort
documents based on words, phrases, dates,
categories or topics. Specific documents or items
related to a given theme can be identified and
retrieved quickly and easily.
EnCamera FAC goes well beyond standard
document-sharing functionality and facilitates
navigation and manipulation of extremely large or
disparate document collections. Even documents
that have been uploaded for different purposes
at different times or by different people can be
searched, indexed and categorized according
to verbiage, subject or relevance to a task or
investigation.

TM

•

Automatically organizes and clusters documents
by subject or theme;

•

Supports full text searches and document
versioning;

•

All text-based documents uploaded into the
application are fully and easily searchable; and

•

Users can examine document clusters based on
search indexes and view statistics collected by
textual affect sensing algorithms.

EnCamera FAC is a robust platform that
facilitates project oversight and improves teams’
ability to deal with complex tasks involving
large cumbersome files. EnCamera FAC’s high
performance intelligent sorting and clustering
functionality enables users to work with text
documents, drawings, multimedia, geographic
software and spreadsheets, and to transfer or post
files and documents in a seamless, secure manner.
By enhancing operational efficiency through easier,
faster, more manageable document handling,
EnCamera FAC improves efficiency and reduces
costs for the organization and enables project
teams to achieve their objectives.
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